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Engineers play a pivotal role
in public health, sustainability and
innovation
It has never been more important to inspire more people,
especially young women, to pursue a career in engineering.
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Engineering in an ever-changing
landscape
The global COVID-19 pandemic has
caused numerous challenges for
humankind, with the virus impacting
the way we live, work, learn and
interact.
As social distancing measures
continue, engineers from across
Ireland have come together to drive
solutions to support the treatment
and mitigation of COVID-19.
Engineers in Ireland are driving
solutions that will support efforts by
our frontline healthcare workers and
help mitigate the impact of the virus
in villages, towns and cities across
Ireland and the world.
These solutions include increasing
the production of ventilators, testing
kits, 3D printing PPE, developing
apps, robots and other supports.
Inspiring tomorrow’s engineers
into a rewarding career
It is critically important that we
inspire young people, particularly
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Behind every design-led
engineering solution are real
people, communities and
families that benefit.
young women, to pursue further
study and a career in engineering,
so that they too can be equipped to
innovate and respond to societal
needs in the future.
An engineering qualification offers
a chance to do extremely rewarding

work, enhance
people’s lives
and explore
almost
Engineers are uniquely placed
limitless career
opportunities.
to help the world meet critical
Engineers are
goals, including ending poverty,
uniquely placed
protecting the planet, and
to help the world
ensuring prosperity for all.
meet critical
goals, including
ending poverty, protecting the planet,
and ensuring prosperity for all.
It is vital that we foster more career
opportunities in the engineering
industry for our ambitious and
talented female students.
Bridging the gender gap
Through our STEPS Programme,
we have developed a number of
hands-on initiatives that aim to spark
children’s imaginations about STEM.
The goal is to provide young people
with role models and real-world
opportunities to engage with the
engineering community.
Engineers Ireland’s Diversity
Group also plays an important
role in bridging the gender gap
and focuses on females within
the sector; attracting female
students into engineering courses,
the retention of women in the
profession and encouraging qualified
female engineers to return to the
engineering workforce.
We all must play our part in
building further awareness and
interest in STEM, and particularly
engineering, as a creative and
diverse profession.

For more information
on Engineers Ireland’s
initiatives and to get
involved, visit:
www.engineersireland.ie
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Post COVID-19, STEM will
be more important than ever
At UCC, we are acutely aware
of the challenges that this year’s
Leaving Certificate Students
are facing and until 1st July,
CAO applicants will be able to
register online change of course
choices at www.cao.ie/index.
php?page=aboutCOM.
It is truly an exciting time
to study a STEM discipline.
To find out more about STEM at
UCC, please visit www.ucc.ie/
en/sefs/. We offer a wide range
of excellent STEM programmes,
details are available at
www.ucc.ie/en/study/
undergrad/courses
Sponsored by the College of Science,
Engineering and Food Science UCC

From University College Cork
and back – via MIT, Harvard and
the UN. Studying engineering at
University College Cork opened
up amazing opportunities.

D

r Marguerite Nyhan’s resume
is impressive. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
(MIT), Harvard and the
United Nations (UN) are among the
organisations she’s worked with. But
it all began at University College Cork
(UCC) where she is now delighted
to be working as a Lecturer in Civil
and Environmental Engineering.
Academia meets real life
Attracted by the chance to undertake
academic studies while also gaining
research and workplace experience,
Marguerite studied for a degree in Civil
and Environmental Engineering at
UCC. Engineering has a common entry

and students can then specialise and
exit with an accredited BE or ME.
“There was a great mix of theory,
labs and design projects. We also had
opportunities to do a work placement
and I did mine at the Environmental
Protection Agency,” she explains.
Any misconceptions Marguerite
had that civil engineering was all
about roads and bridges were quickly
banished as she saw engineers
addressing real life challenges
in relation to the environment,
climate change, public health,
and quality of life.
“What’s unique about UCC is that
there’s all this world-class, cuttingedge research happening at the School
of Engineering, in the Environmental
Research Institute, and at the Science
Foundation Ireland MaREI Centre,
which specialises in energy, climate
and marine research,” she continues.
World of opportunities
Marguerite went on to complete a
PhD in environmental engineering
at Trinity College Dublin before
conducting post-doctoral research at
MIT, Harvard and the UN.
From understanding how mobile
phone data can be used to help give
refugees humanitarian assistance, to
building solutions for carbon neutral,
sustainable and healthy cities, she’s
been involved in engineering projects
that touch every aspect of life.
The challenge of COVID-19
If we need any more evidence of the
importance of STEM, then we only
need consider the current global crisis.

I’m proud to be a woman
in the world of distilling

P

Larissa Marrichi
Distiller at Irish Distillers’ Micro Distillery,
Midleton, Co. Cork

eople don’t often realise that
distilling offers a wide range
of opportunities for STEM
graduates, especially those
with backgrounds in engineering,
food science and environmental
science. After moving from Brazil
to Ireland, on a scholarship to
study chemical engineering at Cork
Institute of Technology, I identified
Irish Distillers as my ideal employer.
Most of my classmates went for
Biopharmaceuticals but, having
interned with Eight Degrees Brewing,
I knew I wanted to take a different
route and Irish Distillers’ Graduate
Distiller programme felt like a
natural next step.
The two-year programme offers
graduates the unique opportunity
to learn from our master
craftspeople, and senior
management teams, who provide
mentoring and practical on-the-job
training. It is a challenging and
rewarding placement during which
I learned to turn beer into a clear
spirit and developed a broad range
of skills, while working across a
variety of projects.

“We’re living through the COVID-19
pandemic and STEM is playing a
pivotal role in the world’s recovery,”
says Professor Sarah Culloty,
Head of UCC’s College of Science,
Engineering and Food Science. “From
cybersecurity to climate change;
photonics to astrophysics; and
sustainability to waste minimisation –
STEM is the place to be right now.”
According to Ireland’s National
Skills Strategy, by 2025, 165,000
jobs will be created in information
communications technology, science
and engineering.
Keeping pace with change
With developments in artificial
intelligence, big data, and robotics, the
pace of change within STEM industries
is only getting faster.
The opportunities may seem
overwhelming, but there is plenty
of support and guidance from UCC
for ambitious students starting out.
Marguerite’s words of wisdom are
simple: “Follow your passion and reach
for the stars – then
surround yourself
with people who
will encourage
and support you in
getting there!”
If her career is
anything to go by,
Dr Marguerite
Nyhan certainly
Dr Marguerite Nyhan
knows what she’s
Lecturer in Civil
talking about.
Written by:
Kate Sharma

and Environmental
Engineering,
University College Cork

This article is sponsored by Irish Distillers

“Irish Distillers’ commitment to supporting women, in this
traditionally male environment, is clear. I have many incredible
female role-models within the business, who have kick-started their
careers on the Graduate Distiller programme before progressing
to senior roles across our operations in Dublin and Cork.” For more
information regarding careers at Irish Distillers visit irishdistillers.ie

The Micro Distillery is like a playground
for distillers
I’ve noticed that, as a company,
Irish Distillers acknowledge the
importance of recruiting and
nurturing young, emerging talent
and this furthers our ambition to
drive innovation in the Irish whiskey
sector. I am currently a Distiller at
the Micro Distillery, our innovation
hub at Midleton Distillery, where we
experiment with new mash bills and
distillates. Through the establishment
of the Micro Distillery, and the open
mindset of senior members of the
team, we have fostered a culture of
innovation. It’s like a playground for
distillers. I’ve learned how to make
some of the finest Irish whiskeys
in the world while also being given
the opportunity, and confidence, to
experiment. Each day I am required to
hone and test my skills to understand
the fundamentals of world class
distilling. I can’t wait to see the results
from our maturing stocks.
The importance of real life, hands-on
experience
Irish Distillers is committed to
maintaining a strong pipeline

of skilled female professionals
and has defined routes for STEM
graduates within our operations.
Our involvement and support of two
third level courses offers a gateway
into the sector. We have partnered
with CIT to create their Certificate in
Brewing & Distilling Operations and
with TU Dublin to develop a Brewing
& Distilling stream within the BSc
in Food Innovation. As part of our
involvement in these programmes,
we welcome students from both
courses on educational site visits and
for internship placements. Take, for
example, my colleague, Eva Doherty,
Assistant Distiller at the Micro
Distillery, who was recruited straight
from TU Dublin upon completion
of her degree after a successful
placement at Midleton Distillery Co.
Cork, the summer before.
My advice to other women interested
in STEM is simply to be fearless in
pursing, the career you want, even
if it’s in a traditionally male sector.
You will be surprised by the strides
that have been achieved. I have been
supported every step of the way, and
even picked up a Cork accent.
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Technology jobs
in 2020 – a modern
STEM perspective

Irish Girl Guides boosts
girls’ confidence
with STEM
Irish Girl Guides (IGG) is playing an
important role in introducing girls and
young women to science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) in
creative and fun ways.

Y

outh members from age
five to 30 take part in a
varied programme of ageappropriate activities and
challenges in a non-competitive
and safe space.
Of the 120+ interest badges
they can earn, a number are
STEM-related, and this number is
growing each year. ‘Aviation’ and
‘Engineering’ badges were added
to the programme in 2019, which
already included ‘STEM’, ‘Science
Investigator’, ‘Techno’ and ‘Online
Surfer’ badges.
These badges, developed in
partnership with Aer Lingus and
Engineers Ireland respectively,
proved an instant hit and more
than a quarter of the 10,000 youth
members have already earned
one or both badges.

We hope that some
will go on to pursue
a career in a STEMrelated area.
STEM addresses 21st century challenges
Given that science and engineering
subjects, along with applied maths,
are not offered in some schools –
especially girls’ schools – IGG is
filling an important gap. We are
introducing girls and young women
to STEM and helping them discover
how relevant it is to addressing
21st century challenges, like global
warming. In this way, we hope that
some will go on to pursue a career
in a STEM-related area.

Fiona Murdoch
Communications
Officer, Irish Girl Guides

Partnership with Dublin City University
A partnership with Dublin City
University’s STEM Education,
Innovation and Global Studies
department has seen hundreds
of IGG members around the
country take part in LEGO robotics
workshops. These involve learning
to programme robots to tackle real
life problems e.g. the prevention
of flooding.
Two IGG teams made it through
to the FIRST LEGO League All Ireland
Final in March this year with the
teams winning two awards each.
The IGG ‘Sustainable Sisters’ team
emerged second overall champions
and have been invited to take part
in an international tournament
in Greece.
STEM activities on IGG social media
With overseas trips on hold at
present, IGG members are keeping
up their interest in STEM at home.
Suggestions for STEM activities
are regularly posted on IGG social
media: look out, in particular,
for our #STEMSaturday posts!
Mishon app
Youth members and volunteers alike
have also been using the excellent
new Mishon app as a way to keep
track of outdoor adventures and to
do fun STEM challenges, including
making rockets and giant bubbles.
IGG members are inviting the
public to join them in walking,
running and cycling 363,104
kilometres – the distance of the earth
to the moon – as a fundraiser for
their new national training centre
in Tallaght, which it is hoped will
include a Destination STEM lounge.
Simply add your #MishonMoon
kilometres on the Mishon app!

Every sector in Irish industry is now
dependent on technology to deliver their
business model. The greatest learning from
the recent pandemic is that technology,
local or global, helps businesses to survive.

W

e still see a reluctance
to take on science and
technology subjects
at school, particularly
among girls.
At Junior Cert level, the ratio of
boys to girls taking science is 50:50.
However, girls still tend to make
different follow-on choices.
For example, in the Leaving
Certificate in 2019, for every nine
girls that took biology, only one
girl took physics.
How do we look
forward?
If we continue to
focus on demand
and bemoan the
fact that there are
many tech jobs
that we cannot
fill, we reinforce
the stereotype
that jobs in STEM
are unique,
different, too challenging or too far
from the grasp of many students.
Instead, we make more progress
when we, as the business community,
work together to increase the supply
of young people qualified in STEM.
When we focus efforts on educating
the next generation on the range of
STEM related roles that exist in every
sector we demystify the stereotypes
and instead show they are part of
every business and have potential for
many more students.
By collaborating across industry,

Gillian Harford
Country Executive,
30% Club Ireland

we can also support interventions in
a more efficient way.
Helping teachers to inspire girls
into STEM
One great example is the Dublin City
University STEM Teacher Internship
Programme. STEM trainee teachers
gain experience of roles and careers
in a work environment, that can
enhance their teaching practice and
their guidance with students on
subject choices
and subject
understanding.
More than 20
Irish companies
representing
every sector
of Irish
business, have
collaborated on
this programme,
driving a greater
pipeline for
future talent.

We make more progress
when we, as the business
community, work
together to increase the
supply of young people
qualified in STEM.

Where does this bring us?
Ultimately, we must reposition the
language associated with tech careers
to diminish some of the stereotypes.
In the future, taking gender as
just one part of the inclusion
conversation, we will no longer
talk about achieving better gender
balance in tech, but continue our
focus on better balance in all aspects
of business – including those with
STEM skills and capabilities.

© G O R O D EN KO F F
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This article is sponsored by Alexion Pharmaceticals

Find out more at
alexion.com

Using your STEM career to change lives for the better
The pharmaceutical sector offers a whole range of opportunities for those wanting to pursue a STEM
career. Three women share their experiences from different areas of the industry.
Rebecca Loughran – Bioprocess Technician,
BDS Manufacturing, Alexion Pharmaceuticals
What made you choose this career path?
I always loved maths and chemistry throughout school, so I knew I
wanted to study a degree that would comprise both.
My degree opened a lot of opportunities with various applications.
Pharmaceuticals were always a massive interest for me as it is such a
prominent industry in Ireland, that I wanted to dive straight into it.
What barriers have you faced and how have you overcome them?
I have a lot of responsibility and, as a young woman who is only two

Leona Cantwell – Associate Director, External Quality & QP,
Alexion Pharmaceuticals
What made you choose this career path?
My initial inspiration came from a passionate, energetic, female
biology teacher in secondary school, who encouraged me to pursue
science at third level. Plus, my parents were great advocates for
education and supportive of my choice to study science.
My current role allows me to harness all my knowledge and
experience, to successfully deal with the pace of the business
and challenges as they arise.
It’s not just a job, it’s my passion and it encompasses my core
values as a person, as a leader and as a mentor.

Áine Fleming – Director, Head of Site Engineering,
Alexion Pharmaceuticals
What made you choose this career path?
I have always been interested in how things work and how to fix
things. Growing up, I was always the one who changed the plugs or
replaced the light bulbs.
At school, I gravitated towards the science-type subjects and had a
love of maths. Engineering became the obvious choice for university.
When I started working in pharma I realised, I have the opportunity
to change people’s lives for the better.
What is the biggest lesson you’ve learnt in your career so far?
I recently joined a mentoring programme in collaboration with the IMI
and 30% Club Ireland, supported by Alexion WIA, and I find the insights

years out of university, I feared that I wouldn’t be taken seriously
or respected professionally. However, the experience and knowledge
that I have gained early on through the Alexion intern and graduate
programme has given me the confidence to eradicate those fears.
Do you consider STEM to be for everyone?
Absolutely! I think the initial impression of STEM, especially for
young girls, can be intimidating, but understanding the diversity
within these industries will completely change that outlook.
The real world can be very different from what you are taught
in school, so it is important to keep your options open and believe
that you can do whatever you put your mind to.
What support have you had in your career so far?
At the heart of every decision I have made is my family. They
have supported and guided me every step of the way.
At a company level, I have been so lucky to work for companies who
have a real passion for people, culture and have given me opportunities
to grow and develop myself and my career, including most recently
being sponsored by Alexion to participate in the American Chamber
of Ireland Emerging Leaders Programme.
Do you consider STEM to be for everyone?
I believe STEM is for everyone. STEM is important because it permeates
every part of our lives. It empowers the next generation of innovators,
it is ever-evolving and can be found everywhere.
I am very grateful for the opportunities I’ve had as it is a very exciting
time to be in this field of work and the future of STEM looks so promising.
from other industries interesting. While many of the issues are the same,
it brings a different perspective on how to approach them.
Our organisation has an internal female-focussed group, which aims to
create a community that ensures women are fully included, engaged and
valued at all levels and collaborate in all parts of the business globally.
The group provides innovative learning, development and networking
opportunities for everyone here.
Do you consider STEM to be for everyone?
Yes, STEM is for everybody. I find that often people think of engineers
and scientist as being people wearing hard hats or lab coats.
STEM is more than that – it is a way of thinking and doing. If you
are logically minded and like solving problems, there are lots
of opportunities outside of construction and the lab.

MEDIAPLANET
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The recent COVID-19 pandemic has
demonstrated that science and innovation,
the ability to find solutions to the problems
we face, have never been more important.

O

ver the coming years we will
continue to face challenges
– whether it is finding
solutions to climate change
or food security. As we debate and
consider solutions to these issues it is
important that everyone is included
in that conservation.
At Science Foundation Ireland
we have done research to assess
how people in Ireland feel about
science. The group that remains
most disconnected is girls from
less economically favourable
backgrounds. So, as funders, while
we may congratulate
ourselves on having
initiatives to attract girls
to study STEM subjects,
or to attract and retain
female academics we
should never forget that
many barriers remain.

I M AG E P R OV I D ED BY EN G I N EER S I R EL A N D

Funders must support
underrepresented
groups into STEM
Dr Ruth Freeman
Director Science
for Society,
Science Foundation
Ireland

Did you know Miss
Universe Ireland is a
NASA Datanaut?

At Science Foundation Ireland,
we support many amazing women
researchers; a lot of progress has
been made in recent years but there
is still so much more to do. Through
our early career programmes and,
more recently, the SFI Frontiers for
the Future programme we aim to
increase the number of excellent
women researchers in our academic
institutions.

Fionnghuala O’Reilly is an engineer with a BS in
systems engineering. She has been using her
year as Miss Universe Ireland to make diversifying
STEM industries her mission.

Exclusion goes beyond just being female
But exclusion is not just an issue
for women; we must also remember
that there many underrepresented groups
in our society that are
fighting to be given an
equal opportunity to
have a career in STEM
– people of colour,
those with disabilities,
migrants, those
from economically
disadvantaged
backgrounds and the
LGBTQ+ community are
all under-represented.
We need to work
together to open the
doors to all groups, and
insist that change happens.
We need to ensure that all members
of our society can contribute ideas inclusive thinking means that we are
far more likely to find good solutions
to the challenges we face now and
will need to address in the future.

How did you get into STEM?

When I was 14, I attended a summer
programme at the University of
California, Berkeley that changed
my life.
For the next three years, I studied
science, technology, engineering, and
maths with other students like me
who shared the same interests.
My family never had much money
and we travelled often because of my
dad’s career in the American Army.
I attended 11 public schools before
age 18.
As the daughter of an African
American mom and Irish dad, I didn’t
grow up seeing many women in media
who looked like me.
But this programme taught me that
you can’t be what you can’t see. It
showed me the possibilities of a career
in STEM and how amazing it could be
to become an engineer.
I gained so much confidence in
myself and learned how important it
was to give my studies my best effort.
I would not have become an
engineer without the teachers and
mentors that showed me that I
shouldn’t wait for others to make
space for me. I must make space
for myself and others like me so
they can reach their goals too.

The group that
remains most
disconnected
is girls from less
economically
favourable
backgrounds.

Why did you pursue Miss
Universe Ireland?

©RIDOFRANZ

Students need to be
able to identify with
role models
Role models are
critically important; our
research in education
tells us that students
will not select courses if
they cannot personally identify with
the type of people they associate with
that area. We need lots of different
role models to be visible and to show
the next generation that they can also
follow their dreams in science – that
everyone is entitled to contribute
ideas and provide solutions.

As a Dubliner who comes from a
mixed-race family, becoming the next
Miss Universe Ireland meant that I
would have the opportunity to share
my story with young girls who could
see themselves in me.
I think there are young Irish girls out
there from all backgrounds who can
relate to my interests in STEM while
also having a passion for beauty and
fashion.
Often, society puts girls and women
in a box and sometimes we even hold
ourselves back.

Fionnghuala O’Reilly
NASA Datanaut and
Miss Universe Ireland

I pursued the crown because I
wanted to use the international Miss
Universe Organisation’s platform to
advocate for women and diversity
in male-dominated industries like
STEM.
Women are dynamic and multifaceted and should be encouraged
to pursue all of their interests
instead of being minimised.

What changes have you been
able to make?

Since I won Miss Universe Ireland in
August 2019, I have been able to work
with fantastic organisations all over
the country and internationally to
promote my message of inclusivity
for all.
Engineers Ireland named me the
Engineers Week 2020 Ambassador;
I was a headlining speaker at the
Women in Tech Dublin Conference
and was a featured speaker at Space
Week at the University of Limerick.
In October 2019, NASA invited
me to the NASA Goddard station in
Washington, DC, where I met with top
leaders who endorsed my campaign
for Miss Universe.
I am honoured and proud to have
been able to use my reign to do as
much as I can to support women and
diversity in this industry.
Even though the world has slowed,
and my reign looks very different from
what I ever could have expected, it has
been important for me to find ways
to support others, especially young
students who haven’t been in school
for months.
Recently, I partnered with Microsoft
Ireland’s Dream Space programme for
RTE’s Home School Hub to make
an impact by bringing STEM learning
to the living room.
If this year has taught me anything,
I have learned that there is always
a way to make a difference.

MEDIAPLANET
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Why STEM is
a passport to
opportunity
Anyone thinking about a career in
engineering should understand the
range of exciting opportunities the
industry offers, say three women
from different parts of the sector.

I

t is not all about women in lab
coats, there are opportunities
for everyone in all sectors of
business. The medical device
sector is no exception, they are at the
heart of helping to improve the lives
of patients globally. By being part of
this industry, you can help be part of
the exciting opportunities on offer to
make a difference.

Marie Moloney
Principal R&D Engineer,
Subject Matter Expert
(Metallurgy), Integer

Anne Kent
Automation & Projects
Group Lead, Integer

Pauline Oakes
Senior Director
of Operations, Integer

Written by:
Tony Greenway

Marie Moloney, Principal R&D
Engineer, Subject Matter Expert
(Metallurgy), Integer
Do you have to study certain subjects to
enter engineering?
No but Physics and Honours Maths
will definitely help you in your
degree. You can get into the industry
via a degree, but if you want to be a
subject-matter expert, you will need
a master’s or PhD along with industry
experience.
I studied Aeronautical Engineering
at the University of Limerick before
working in aerospace for a year. I then
did a one-year Graduate Diploma in
Materials Engineering at UL.
I proceeded to do a PhD before
going to Australia for five years where
I did a post-doctorate and worked for
an electro-chemical research group,
which was fascinating.
Why is working in engineering exciting?
Engineering offers amazing
opportunities to work on exciting
projects all over the world.
It’s a passport to being involved
in really cool, novel work and
collaborating with fantastic people.
It can offer so many ways to develop
yourself professionally. You are
constantly learning, challenging
yourself and being stimulated.
What advice would you give young
women interested in STEM?
Go for it. Don’t overthink the fact that
you’re a woman in engineering. Don’t
put labels on things, be open-minded
and enthusiastic, put your hand up
for opportunities and get stuck in.
Because the more you put into it, the
more you’ll get out of it.

Anne Kent, Automation & Projects
Group Lead, Integer

Pauline Oakes, Senior Director of
Operations, Integer

What made you decide to study
engineering?
I loved maths at school, although I
didn’t know what to do with it. At
a college open day I happened to
go past an engineering stand and
thought: ‘I like the look of that!’
I mentioned it to my maths teacher
who – along with my science teacher
and career counsellor – thought it was
a great idea.
So, I ended up doing a mechanical
engineering degree at University
College Dublin.

What opportunities
have been made
available to you
in STEM?
Many! STEM
Engineering is found in
is a broad area
every walk of life; so, after
that can lead to a
variety of different leaving college, there are
careers. I started
many different career
out as a computer
programmer, but
paths open to you.
later went into
areas I wouldn’t
necessarily have thought of, such as
customer services, supply chain, etc.
That led to a leadership position in
my previous company — and then, 14
months ago, I joined Integer. In STEM,
opportunities will always arise, and
you need to consider them carefully
when they do.

How has your career progressed?
When I joined Integer as a graduate
in 1998, every engineer started as a
maintenance technician in various
production areas, which was a bit like
an apprenticeship.
I later went into a manufacturing
engineering position as a production
support engineer, ultimately
becoming group leader.
Integer allowed me the opportunity
to take a sabbatical in 2019, and when
I returned to work I moved into my
current role.
What advice would you give anyone
thinking of an engineering career?
People go into engineering from lots
of different backgrounds for lots of
different reasons. Some people love
taking cars apart, for instance.
That wasn’t me — but I am a logical
problem-solver. So, a career in
engineering is great for anyone who
has a logical mind.
My secondary school didn’t have any
technical subjects available but that
didn’t stop me so don’t let it put you
off either.
Also, engineering is found in every
walk of life; so, after leaving college,
there are many different career paths
open to you.

Is it important for companies to hire the
best person for the job?
It is. I wouldn’t want to be part of any
company that hired based on gender.
The best asset any company has is its
people, but whether it’s a man or a
woman in a particular role shouldn’t
be relevant.
My main focus has always been
on whether I’m best positioned to
do a job – and do it well. Thankfully
Integer operates from the same values
I do which is why I am here as the Site
Leader in New Ross.
How does the company allow you to grow
and be included, particularly as a new
employee?
I’d been with my last company for 22
years, so it was a huge step for me to
move into this role, but everyone has
been so welcoming and helpful.
Like anything, it takes time to build
relationships, but everyone has been
open to change and new ideas. I’ve
really enjoyed it.

This article is
sponsored by Integer

To find out more
integer.net
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Science – it’s not
rocket science
Engineers and scientists are hiding in plain sight
all around us. STEM jobs are the new normal
but we need to make sure everyone has the
same opportunities.

W

hat did you want to
is not exclusive. It is open to ‘normal
be when you grew up?
women’ despite the received wisdom
A singer? An athlete?
being that the ‘genius scientist’
Maybe a teacher or a
is a man.
doctor? I have a childhood photo
In fact, in 2017 in Ireland, more
where my sister and I are dressed
women than men graduated in
as nurses, and my brothers as
natural sciences, mathematics
astronauts. Those were our role
and statistics. In engineering,
models: nurses for girls and
information and communications
astronauts for boys. In fact, we all
technology, it was the reverse, even
went on to study electronics or
though there are more opportunities
biochemistry. My dad found this
in these fields.
amusing - surely only geniuses
In the census of 1993, nearly 28%
studied science or engineering?
of systems analysts and computer
Those jobs weren’t ‘normal jobs’,
programmers were women. By 2016,
and he knew very few people who
this had dropped to 19% in equivalent
had them.
roles. I find that surprising, given that
The trope of the ‘genius scientist’
these jobs rely on the traditionally
is a way of saying ‘this is not for you,
‘feminine’ skills of teamwork and
you’re not good
communication,
enough’, making
and are suited
science into an
to flexible
elite pursuit. But
working. Could
science belongs
it be owing to
It is open to ‘normal women’
to anyone who’s
drop in those
despite the received wisdom the
curious about
studying physics
being that the ‘genius
what makes the
in Ireland? In
sky blue and
1990, one in
scientist’ is a man.
the rain fall - we
five Leaving
all asked these
Certificate
questions as children so why stop?
candidates took physics. By 2019,
Engineers are just people who like
it was one in seven, and just over a
to ask ‘why?’, to fix problems and
quarter of those students
make things more efficient, from
were girls.
Archimedes wondering how levers
Physics is the foundation of so
worked to today’s materials scientists
many other disciplines – mechanical
developing electric car batteries.
engineering, semiconductors,
But there’s no uniform for
electronics, robotics – yet one-fifth
scientists. The woman queuing next
of schools don’t offer it at Leaving
to you at the shop could be a software
Certificate level.
developer or the man behind her a
My brothers and sisters and I were
lab technician. They look normal
given the opportunity to study it, so,
because they are normal, because
if my father were alive today, I might
STEM jobs are for ‘normal people’.
say: ‘It’s more about opportunity
than it is genius, Dad’. That and some
Change for the better?
more up to date role models. Today’s
That is not to say that STEM jobs
would-be scientists deserve better.
cannot be extraordinary or that those
with STEM jobs aren’t, just that STEM

We need more females –
for diversity of thought
and for future role models
If the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us anything,
it’s that technology has been the driving tool behind
every businesses ability to continue operating and
performing in a socially-distanced society.

We need to showcase STEM
opportunities from primary school, to
career level
We work with schools and teachers
through programmes like Digital
Futures, Teen Turn, the STEM
Internship programme and the
BT Young Scientist & Technology
Exhibition to encourage young girls
to develop their interest in STEM.
From there, we work with universities
and organisations to help ensure that
they continue on this journey and
have the female role models before
them to continue to be inspired and
motivated to succeed.
For the past seven years, I’ve had
the opportunity to work with young
students on the BT Young Scientist
& Technology Exhibition and what
is interesting is that in all those
years the number of girls submitting
projects to the competition has
outweighed the number of boys.
But we are not seeing this trend

Gina Kelly
Communications Lead,
CWiT

translate at third level and beyond.
We need to shine a brighter light
on females in the tech industry
and encourage more women to
strive for senior roles by taking
away the barriers that are presently
preventing them from succeeding.
If there is another positive outcome
of this Covid-19 crisis it is that it has
proved that parents, and mothers
in particular, can successfully work
from home and not feel guilty or
compromised between being a parent
and being successful in work. If we
can take away the barriers we’ll create
more diversity at the leadership
table, a fact that is proven to drive
more revenue, more innovation and
more diversity of thought.
Every company will become a
technology company in the future
The way we use technology to
enhance how we live, work and
play means that more and more the
demand for skilled professionals
in the field of tech is growing
exponentially.
The COVID-19 pandemic has
accelerated this transformation
towards a truly digital society
which means that very soon, every
organisation will need to become
a technology company in some
respects and that offers limitless
possibilities.
I love working in technology,
because it is ever-changing, everadvancing and always offering new
and exciting opportunities. I am
proud of the work that all the CWIT
member companies are doing to
support the world in becoming more
technology enabled and putting the
advancement of females in their
organisations at the forefront of their
corporate agenda.
To find out more about Connecting
Women in Technology visit www.cwit.ie
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T

he world has changed
irrevocably in the last
four months. How we live,
work and play, and most
importantly, communicate, is
now almost entirely dependent on
technology. And this means that the
demand for skills in every field of
science, technology, engineering and
maths (STEM) is going to extensively
multiply over the coming years as
industries across the globe now
understand the need and benefits of
digital transformation.
Therefore, the need to address
both the skills gap and the gender
gap in the tech sector in Ireland is
paramount. Connecting Women
in Technology (CWIT) is a network
of over 20 of Ireland’s leading
technology companies, which is
committed to encouraging and
promoting women
in STEM at all levels of their
education and careers.

Julie Hogan
Chair, Women In
Technology and
Science (WITS)
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Customer experience
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is at the heart of engineering
Freddie Timmins
Product Manager,
Cisco Webex Teams

Engineering is all about solving problems. Freddie Timmins explains
why putting the customer at the centre is great for everyone.

F

reddie Timmins has a
confession to make. When she
considered engineering as a
teenager, she says: “I thought
it was about being in a dull office
building with grey walls.” Four years
into her career, it’s safe to say she has
been proved wrong.
Timmins joined Cisco as an intern
while studying for a postgraduate
degree in software engineering. Since
then, she’s progressed through a
number of roles and is now able to
combine her passion for technology,
design, and customer relations in her
current role as Product Manager for
Cisco’s Webex Team.
Customer experience is essential
to my role
Within the Webex team, Timmins
is developing technology that has
really come into its own over the past
few months. As much of the world
adapts to working from home, she’s

found herself supporting clients from
industries as diverse as commerce,
education and healthcare with their
shift to remote operations.
While the work requires a high
level of technical knowhow, at its
heart, it’s about helping customers
solve problems. “The real thing is
getting down to the bones of what
the problem is and then being able
to articulate that back to engineering
and designers to determine a
solution,” Timmins explains.
I am constantly innovating and learning
from others in the company
Learning is naturally an integral
part of this innovative industry.
While online tools, training courses
and study materials have been
helpful, Timmins believes one
of the most effective ways to
learn is by connecting with
more experienced colleagues.
“Some of the people I’ve worked

with have such a breadth of
knowledge, and a willingness to
share, so I had all the support I could
possibly need,” she says. Timmins
has been particularly inspired by the
senior women within her company.
“We have connected women’s
groups, a Women of Impact day
and there’s also the Dare and Jump
programmes specifically around
career development,” she explains.
“For someone early in their career
like me, it’s great to have these
types of resources and see what’s
achievable.”
Sharing the passion
Every year, Cisco open their doors
to secondary school girls as part
of their Girl Power Tech initiative.
Timmins is passionate about
using these events to share her
experiences with others.
“It’s amazing talking to some of
the students. They’ll say, ‘I can’t do

IT if I’m interested in art’, but so
many of our designers came from
art backgrounds,” she explains. “It’s
great to show them what’s possible.”
Like many of the young women
who participate in Girl Power Tech,
Timmins had no idea what she
wanted to do as a career. Her advice
to anyone in that position is very
simple: “Think about what you like
doing and pursue that. There are so
many opportunities.”
As technology becomes more
important in our lives, those
opportunities are only going to
increase. So, watch this space to see
what Freddie Timmins does next.
Written by:
Kate Sharma

Culture is about people not products
When it comes to careers in STEM, employees are looking for companies that care as much about their
people as they do their products. Three women share their experiences of finding the right working culture.

Sophie Lemaire
Senior Strategic
Applications Engineer,
Xillinx

What led you to your current role?
I came to the UK from France
two years ago and took
advantage of that move to seek
a role that came with more
responsibility and opportunities
for progression.
The customer interaction
required for the SAE position
at Xilinx was a new challenge
that I was excited to tackle.

What does a supportive culture
look like in practice?
There are lots of possibilities
to evolve. I can learn technical but also soft skills,
and managers really listen to what employees
want to do.
I’ve also been given extra responsibility. That’s
helped me gain confidence and look towards the
next challenge.
What would you say to your younger self?
My advice is to do what you want, without taking
care of whether this role or career path is mainly
done by women or not.

Don’t be afraid if it is a challenge, we often
aren’t confident enough at the beginning of
a career, but facing challenges is really what
makes us progress, even step by step.

Heather Crowley
Physical Design Engineer,
Xillinx

What great opportunities are
available in STEM right now?
Engineering is relevant to so
many big issues such as climate
change, communications,
connectivity and healthcare.
I’ve worked with a talented
international team on a number
of exciting products; like radio
devices for 5G networks.

How important is good company
culture?
I’m still at an early stage of my
career so a culture of training and development is
really important. The work needs to be challenging,
but support should be there when you need it.
It’s about having a good work life balance too –
that’s something that should be demonstrated by
the leadership.
What advice do you have for someone entering the
industry?
Engineering is about more than technical
knowledge. If you have an interest in problem
solving, communications and working with
international teams, there are great opportunities.
For students thinking of studying engineering,
it is okay if you don’t know exactly what you want
to do; you can take a general engineering course
and specialise later on. The numeracy and problem
solving skills you develop are valuable in many
different careers.

To be honest, I joined Xilinx
by accident. I signed up for
an internship when I finished
my business degree and didn’t
intend to stay – that was
18 years ago!
The culture is very important,
and I want to be somewhere
where there’s plenty of
Aine Heffernan
opportunity for those who
Senior Director of
have ambition.
Customer Operations,
The leadership also need
Xillinx
to be passionate about women
in technology. Our CEO, Victor
Peng, puts this at the top of our
agenda. I couldn’t work for a company where this
wasn’t the case. Xilinx membership of CWIT allows
us to play an active part in the development of
Women in Technology.
There are so many jobs within the industry - many
you’ve never even heard of. So, it’s important to be
open minded and to find a company that gives you
the opportunity to learn and explore different roles.
It’s also important that you bring your true self
to work. If you can’t be yourself, you can’t bring
everything you have, so don’t feel you have
to conform.
Written by:
Kate Sharma

To find out more
careers.xilinx.com/
pages/life-at-xilinx

This article is
sponsored by Xilinx
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Using engineering
to meet modern
challenges
Engineering is integral to modern life and the
importance of engineers to the world
is greater than ever.

Starting interest in engineering
at an early age
We need engineers more than
ever before to create preventative
engineering solutions. To do that,
it’s important we spark an interest
in engineering at a young age so
that those youngsters can create our
tomorrow.
We need to do this as early as
possible in a child’s education to
ensure that they feel confident
that they can pursue a career in
engineering.
According to the research
compiled by the charity, Education
and Employers, the perceptions
children have about certain jobs
and careers are formed – and
sometimes cemented – at a young
age. Worryingly, gender stereotyping
exists from the age of seven.
Engineering 2020, Engineers
Ireland annual Engineering
Barometer, reports that only 14%
of bachelor’s graduates from
engineering-related programmes are
women. As well as reaching children
younger, we must encourage more
girls and close the gender gap.
Working together to engage young
audiences
I’m part of the Engineers Ireland
STEPS team that promotes interest
and awareness in engineering as a

Out of the box thinking, strong interpersonal
skills and resourcefulness are what girls need
to access and flourish in STEM careers.

T

oo often, STEM careers are
associated with scoring high
points and Silicon Valley
success stories. However,
the reality is that there are myriad
opportunities available to those
who pursue post-secondary paths in
STEM, irrespective of school or test
performance.
In a year when the senior cycle
has been irrecoverably changed, it is
more important than ever for girls to
consider all of the options available,
including the alternative entry routes
that historically have been more
likely to be taken up by boys.

Roseanne O’Leary
Team Leader,
STEPS

future career to school students.
Engineering is for everyone.
A passion for engineering can
be sparked through multiple
interventions and I recommend
giving children as many hands-on
engineering opportunities as
possible in order to break down
barriers to entry.
We all need to work together to
give children the opportunity to do
meaningful engineering activities
and I have identified primary key
components from the STEPS Young
Engineers Award to help:

Don’t you need, like, a PhD?
There are exciting, high-paying
STEM roles connected to twoyear higher
certificate and
apprenticeship
programmes.
Demand for
these jobs
presently
exceeds supply,
particularly
in electronics
and computer
support as well
as for machinists
and technicians working in
cutting-edge health, environmental
protection, food science, and
chemical industries. These
qualifications travel well, opening
up the chance to work anywhere in
the world.
Top employers also recognise that
four-year degrees are not an indicator
of performance. Technology giants,
Google, Apple and IBM, among

1

In order to challenge stereotypes,
involve engineering industry
volunteers, it motivates children
to imagine a future career in STEM
and shows them that these careers
are a possibility for everyone.

2

Emphasise the social context
engineering has in everyday
life. Engineering projects
tackle important societal and
environmental challenges. The
children participating in the STEPS
Young Engineers Award addressed
problems such as water wastage,
healthcare-related issues, technology
design developments, school related
design and addressing social issues
such as homelessness.

3

Identify that working to find
solutions is engineering
in action. Children enjoy
imagining and problem solving,
so tell them what they are doing is
engineering. Keep it simple and help
children learn the basic engineering
concepts, build and test their handson activity and improve if there’s a
problem.
Finally, and most importantly,
allow time to have fun with friends.
We interviewed our STEPS Young
Engineers Award finalists and asked
them what their favourite part was
of taking part in the competition.
Overwhelmingly, they said working
together and spending time having
fun with friends.

Joanne Dolan
Co-Founder,
Teen-Turn

others, now hire much sought after
coding positions without requiring
a bachelor’s to recruit from a broader
talent base and build the diverse
workforce they know they need.
Codeacademy, MIT
OpenCourseWare and The
Odin Project are all free online
programming courses.
But it’s not for people like me, is it?
The best innovations come from
when you do not have the same
people who have the same education
and the same backgrounds solving
problems. Skills like teamwork,
capacity for self-directed learning,
communication, resilience and
creativity are valued in STEM career
environments,
produce results
and need not
be acquired
at university.
With the
future of work
predicting that
automation
will displace a
quarter of jobs as
we know them,
individuals with
these skills – what Ireland’s National
Skills Strategy 2025 calls “transversal”
skills – will thrive.
Consequently, for girls who do
not see themselves in STEM careers
because they envision it as a reserve
for physicists or an unwelcoming
place for those from disadvantaged
and underrepresented communities,
now is the time for a re-think as the
opportunities are there for the taking.

Skills like teamwork,
capacity for self-directed
learning, communication,
resilience and creativity
are valued in STEM career
environments.

© N A DZ E YA _ DZ I VA KOVA

E

ngineers are helping us
fight coronavirus, they have
built ventilators to treat
critically ill patients, they
are designing diagnostics to prevent
the spread and they developed face
shields to protect frontline medical
workers. We can stay at home yet
remain together because
of engineers.
They created apps that allow
teachers to assign homework, we
can work cloud-based and paperless
and help to design our favourite
social media sites. And engineers are
assuming a leading role in the fight
against climate change by building
homes that are warmer and more
energy efficient.

It’s not just about
a degree, STEM
is for everyone
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Science: where learning never ends
Barely a year since graduating from Dublin City University and taking up a graduate position,
Shauna Moran has learnt more about computer science than she thought possible.

W
Shauna Moran
Software Engineer,
Datalex

hen Shauna began
her role as a graduate
computer software
engineer at Datalex last
July, proudly holding a first-class
degree in software engineering, she
knew she had a lot left to learn but
she was more than ready for the
challenge.
“At college, you’re used to knowing
everything about your own project
– but at work, you have to join a
project that’s been going on for years.
It’s much more about being part of
a team, learning from the people
around you and contributing to the
overall team effort,” explains Shauna.
Culture of learning
Barely six months into her new role,
Shauna found herself presenting at
the company’s annual hackathon.
While she admits it was a nervewracking experience – it also
demonstrated to her the company’s
commitment to innovation and
development.
It also showed the company’s
willingness to put its faith and
confidence in the young talent at its
disposal.

Hands on experience
The pace of development within
the industry is just one of the many
reasons this is such an exciting field
to be working in. It’s also why every
company, whatever its size, needs
to commit to the development of its
team.
The myth that larger companies
provide the best opportunities, is one
Shauna is quick to dismiss.
“In a lot of bigger companies, you’ll
start by working in a defined role,”
she explains. “In smaller to mid-sized
companies, it’s more hands on. At
Datalex, I’ve moved around different
projects and tried new things plus
enhanced my skills. It’s all part of the
learning process. In this industry,
learning never ends.”
One example is a data analytics
project Shauna was asked to
contribute to. By immersing herself
in the project, Shauna developed an
interest in an area she’d had little
experience of before. Datalex is now
helping her to pursue that interest
with additional training.
“By moving around projects, I’m
picking up so much more than I
thought I would,” she says.

She’s been able
to apply that
knowledge in
different scenarios
and develop a long
list of contacts
throughout the
organisation that
she can call on for
support.

I’ve moved around
different projects and
tried new things plus
enhanced my skills.
It’s all part of the
learning process.
In this industry,
learning never ends.”

Supportive culture
It’s fair to say that Shauna is only just
beginning to discover the full extent
of job opportunities within the field
of computer science.
Her advice to new graduates
who feel paralysed by the options
available, is simple: “Think about the
tech you like and look for companies
that you get a good feel for.”
The supportive culture at Datalex is
certainly enabling Shauna to play to
her strengths. As she now considers
the full range of options available to
her, she can see that all the hard graft
she put in as a graduate is paying off.
Written by:
Kate Sharma

This article is
sponsored by Datalex
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How higher education bodies can inspire
young women to pursue careers in STEM
Universities in Ireland must commit to advancing gender equality in their STEM programmes.
Gender-supportive initiatives and identifiable role models are key in achieving this.

H
Dr Sarah Mitchell
Head of the Department
of Mathematics and
Statistics

This article is sponsored
by Univeristy of
Limerick

To find out more
www.ul.ie/

igher education bodies
must continually strive
to review and improve
working practices in
relation to gender balance, and to
improve career progression and
satisfaction for all our staff.
The expanded Athena SWAN
Charter is about gender equality
in all disciplines and support
functions. It is about inclusivity
and intersectionality, ensuring
we address how various forms of
inequalities are interconnected
for minority women and other
underrepresented groups. The
Department of Mathematics and
Statistics at the University of
Limerick (UL) is very proud to
be one of the first departments
in Ireland to obtain this award.
Reach out to young women at secondlevel education
Gender equality initiatives can
support women into STEM
programmes and help to maintain
gender balance across the entire
academic career spectrum. So it is
vital to focus on reaching out to young
women in second-level education,
with the aim of encouraging them into
STEM disciplines at third level, which

UL strives to do.
Initiatives such as the national
‘I Wish Campus Week’ aim to inspire,
encourage and motivate female
second-level school students to
pursue careers in STEM. Led by
Mary Moloney and Norma Welch,
Cork Institute of Technology have
organised these successful events
since 2015.
The programme includes workshops,
interactive demonstrations, panel
sessions and industry site visits
to allow second-year students to
immerse themselves in ‘all that
is great about STEM’.
Inspire young women with females
they can look up to
Strong female role models are
key during such activities, and
should be visible throughout, from
undergraduate students up to
senior academic staff. The aim is to
provide students with an in-depth
insight into the daily lives of STEM
professionals and graduates, so
students can imagine what real
life in a STEM career could look
like for them.
These events have been very
successful, and it is delightful to
see them both over-subscribed

and receiving extremely positive
feedback: “It really opened my eyes
and made me think about the future,”
said one participant.
As well as our own, successful I
Wish campus week, we are hugely
proud to see that the model has
been adopted by three other higher
education institutions to date, and
we look forward to many more
actively participating in the
near future.
The SALI (Senior Academic
Leadership Initiative) is aimed
at supporting higher education
institutions in achieving gender
and diversity goals at a staff level,
supporting the drive for broader
representation. The Department
of Mathematics and Statistics was
successful in securing funding for a
female Professor under the Senior
Academic Leadership Initiative
(SALI) which is aimed at supporting
higher education institutions in
achieving gender balance at the
most senior levels. The greater the
diversity across the staff team, the
wider the appeal to aspiring students,
who seek role models with whom
they can identify.

UL has placed gender
equality at the fore
for many years. The
senior leadership at UL
represents significant
gender equality with
five of an eight-member
executive committee
being female. For the
second time in its
history, UL has a female
chancellor and both of
UL’s two vice presidents
are female. 60% of
UL’s faculty deans are
women, 41% of heads of
department are women.
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